
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

D Jonas, J Jones, M Fernholz 
Dr C Doyle 

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner LILLY AN’ PAGE. 
MCIVOR NEVILLE went up with the lids. Shortly after the start VICTA ASHLEY moved down checking WANCHAI EXPRESS. On the first 
turn SLIPPER’S TEE made contact with the running rail then moved out checking WANCHAI EXPRESS and SHANIQUA. SLIPPER’S TEE 
continued out into the running line of MCIVOR NEVILLE causing it to race wide. 
SLIPPER’S TEE was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 7 DAYS ALL TRACKS. 
VICTA ASHLEY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner MAX PICK. 
On the first turn MOSCATO MISS moved out checking DYNA QUIRE then BROOKLYN LAD moved out checking ALTER EGO and YOUR 
HANGER causing both greyhounds to race wide. Entering the back straight DYNA QUIRE checked around the heels of BROOKLYN LAD 
then BROOKLYN LAD moved out checking YOUR HANGER. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn MAX SHAKE checked around the heels of FLOWN AWAY then moved out checking GEMTREE DYNAMO. Turning into 
the back straight EDIE FINNERAN moved out checking GEMTREE DYNAMO. 
                

    

   

-TARWYN PARK went up with the lids. Approaching the winning post BILLY FIX IT checked around the heels and moved down to the 
inside of WATERLOO KATE. On the first turn VICTOR ROY and URANA SMACKO continually bumped until BILLY FIX IT moved around 
the outside and then downwards in front of VICTOR ROY and URANA SMACKO checking both greyhounds out of the contest. Turning into 
the back straight BILLY FIX IT continued moving downwards checking TARWYN PARK. Along the back straight WATERLOO KATE raced 
wide. Along the home straight WATERLOO KATE raced wide.  
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start BLAZIN’ VICKY moved out across the running line of SPRING SCORPION. On the first turn EMILY AS moved down 
checking TYLA GRACE. Along the back straight TYLA GRACE moved down checking EMILY AS.  
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner TEMERITY. 
Shortly after the start TEMERITY moved out across the running line of HESA JAYCLO. Approaching the winning post DUNKIRK clipped the 
heels of ALLEN XANDER. On the first turn HESA JAYCLO moved out checking BANQUET. Turning off the back straight LUCKY WHIP 
moved down and made contact with TEMERITY causing LUCKY WHIP to fall.  LUCKY WHIP regained its footing and went on to complete 
the course. Turning into the home straight ALLEN XANDER eased appearing injured. Approaching the winning post on the final occasion 
DUNKIRK moved down forcing JIMMY MCBAIN onto HESA JAYCLO and as a result JIMMY MCBAIN dropped back sharply. 
LUCKY WHIP was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
ALLEN XANDER was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS HUMANELY EUTHANISED. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start BLACK FESCO moved down checking AMITY MARLOW, PANALO, OSHKOSH ERNY VEE and MACKINLAY. On 
the first turn MACKINLAY moved down checking ROMAN’S LEGEND then shortly after MACKINLAY checked around the heels of 
OSHKOSH ERNY VEE. Turning into the home straight ROMAN’S LEGEND raced wide. 



                

     

   

-Shortly after the start DON LESTA moved down as MASTER CHAOS moved out checking ALL ABOUT COREY in the process. On the 
first turn VAST moved down into the running line of CHARLIE CHOPS causing CHARLIE CHOPS to drop back slightly. Turning into the 
back straight VAST checked around the heels of HESA MARLOW then moved out colliding with MASTER CHAOS turning it sideways, then 
CHARLIE CHOPS checked around the heels of DON LESTA and raced wide 
                

     

   

-Along the home straight on the first occasion PROPHETESS moved out checking IVY MURIAL and RUN ROSIE raced wide. Along the 
home straight on the final occasion RUN ROSIE and PROPHETESS raced wide. 
                

     

   

-TRADEMARK STYLE was slow to begin. On the first turn TRADEMARK STYLE moved out and bumped with DYNA ARCHIE. Turning into 
the back straight KALGARITCH KID moved out and bumped with REVEL and ALLEN RANA raced wide. 
                

INJURIES SLIPPER’S TEE BACK SORENESS 7 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

ALLEN XANDER   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS LILLY AN’ PAGE (R1) 
MAX PICK (R2) 

TEMERITY (R6)  

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED NIL   

TRIAL RESULTS NIL   
 


